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They slowed as they reached the gate; two stone columns, each with its own crumbling angel perched on top.
The angels held up a rusty, wrought-iron arch that read, in curling, serpentine letters: SHIVERTON HALL.

Arthur Bannister has been unexpectedly accepted into Shiverton Hall, which, as it turns out, is an incredibly
spooky school, full of surprises. And it is just as well that Shiverton Hall has made its offer, because Arthur
had a horrible time at his previous school, and was desperate to leave. Timely indeed . . .

But Arthur has no time to worry about the strange coincidence. He is too busy trying to make head or tail of
Shiverton Hall, dogged as it is by tales of curses and bad fortune. At least there are a few friendly faces:
George, who shows him around; also Penny and Jake. But not all the faces are friendly. There are the
bullying Forge triplets for starters. And then there is the acid tongue of the headmistress, Professor Long-Pitt,
who seems to go out of her way to make Arthur's life a misery.

Luckily Arthur has his new friends to cheer him up. Although there are some friends that you don't want to
have at all, as Arthur is soon to find out.
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From reader reviews:

Loren Velasco:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information currently can get by anyone at
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even an issue. What people must be
consider when those information which is inside former life are hard to be find than now is taking seriously
which one is appropriate to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you find the
unstable resource then you get it as your main information it will have huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen with you if you take Shiverton Hall as your daily resource information.

George Eichner:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world can easily share their
idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their own reader with their story
or maybe their experience. Not only the story that share in the guides. But also they write about the
information about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
children, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors in this world always try to improve their
ability in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write for their book. One of them is this
Shiverton Hall.

Adele Yeager:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you actually, why because this Shiverton Hall guide written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who else read the book.
Written within good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate your
hunger then you still hesitation Shiverton Hall as good book not only by the cover but also from the content.
This is one e-book that can break don't evaluate book by its deal with, so do you still needing a different
sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already told you so why you have to
listening to an additional sixth sense.

Sherri Ellison:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you could
have it in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This kind of Shiverton Hall can give you a lot of
buddies because by you taking a look at this one book you have matter that they don't and make a person
more like an interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book offer
you information that perhaps your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than various other make you to be
great people. So , why hesitate? Let me have Shiverton Hall.
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